
Schein ' s Career Anchors Model

One of the most widely recognised theories of workplace and career 

values;  i t  covers a wide range of motivat ional factors that  you can 

consider alongside your organisat ional context ,  and tai lor your 

talent  management strategies to.  

Talent Retention 
in a Competitive Market
Talk to any recruiter right now, and they will tell you that there is a shortage of skilled 
workers. With applicants having their pick of roles, organisations are having to 
compete to recruit  as well as retain the skilled workers. 

When considering the key skills required to keep your organisation current, Digital Literacy is 
consistently listed as one of the elements that can help your business respond to the 
increasing levels of social and economic change, and uncertainty. As many of us are working 
increasingly from home or online or in a hybrid model, it’s not hard to understand why this is 
critical. It is often assumed that those who have grown up in a technological revolution will 
automatically be ‘good’ at working with technology, working remotely, and digital literacy 
doesn’t need to be formally taught. However, for many industries, this is not necessarily the 
case, and skilled, adaptive, workers are increasingly hard to come by and cannot be brought in 
from interstate and overseas. Given this limitation and accessibility issue, skilled applicants 
largely have their pick of roles; organisations must be competitive to recruit skilled workers in 
the market, as well as retain the skilled workers they have already. 

Whether you expect to be in an employee’s life for one year or several, it is worth considering 
their individual career goals and the future opportunities that may be available to them within 
your organisation. Understanding an individual’s personal drivers can help identify where 
someone is likely to gain the most satisfaction fr om work. 
If, as an employer, you can understand individual' s interests and motivators, you have the 
opportunity to support these interests by promoting learning opportunities and maximising 
the untapped potential held in an inexperienced workforce, or among workers with 
transferable skills.
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While financial success is an important consideration for people, especially in the current 
market, it’s worth remembering that remuneration packages aren’t the sole component of a 
job that may capture a workers attention, and in some cases may not even be the most 
important factor. So, aside from engaging in a remuneration based bidding war to recruit or 
retain workers, what else can you do to successfully engage and retain your workforce?

To help identify the alignment between personal and work values, practices, and work 
environment in your organisation, reach out to your local OPRA office to discuss further.
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04 Opportunities









Opportunities for job progression, job rotation or cross-
training
Is this a stepping stone role?
Is there room for experimentation?
How prepared is your business for change?

05 Stimulation







Exposure to other parts of the workforce
A dynamic and evolving working environment
How intellectually challenging is the role

06 Autonomy









Induction tailored to the learner
Leaders who adjust their approach to the situation?
An organisation with a high level of Trust
Do you need someone who will be self- managing and take 
their own initiative?

01 Compensation











Pay equity
Living wage
Profit share
Any other Commissions or bonuses
In lieu of a pay rise, can you offer reduced hours

03 Technical Accomplishment









On the job training
Support formal education
Opportunity to refine existing skills
Opportunities for wider application of skills

02
Security













Longer fixed term contracts
Insurance benefits
Investment in continuous improvement rather than radical 
change
Organisational structure
Traditional work practices
Consistent, routine or repetitive work

07 Authority







Is this a visible leadership role?
How much do you need them to drive projects forward and 
keep the momentum?
What is the extent of decision- making authority

08 Work Life Balance











Flexible working practices
Flexible leave practices that extend beyond minimum 
entitlements
Flexible scheduling
Family friendly work environments
Social work events?

09 Purpose










What is your commitment to environmental or social 
responsibility initiatives?
What is the impact their work will have on the 
organisation? On people external to the organisation?
Volunteer opportunities
Corporate sponsorship
How inspiring is your mission and reputation for work


